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                               Abstract  

We are present a new solution of Distributed fast mutual Exclusion to access memory of a process. In Distributed 
Mutual Exclusion shared resources use concurrent operations.  In this paper we use a unique Token for execute our 
process in Critical Section. If any process wants to enter the critical section then process demands a token. A standard 
multiprocessor has been work of hardware of system. Read and Write operations are check shared resources that 
resources are completely read and write and we are trying our process deadlock free.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Our main goal is solve the mutual exclusion problem. Firstly we should know the main problem of mutual 
exclusion that at a time only one process can enter in critical section. Basically firstly mutual exclusion 
problem solve by "Dijkstra". But it did not give the fair solution. This algorithm is used for find the shortest 
path for sharing resources. Mainly Distributed Mutual Exclusion is used for message passing and sharing 
resources in a group of computers. Groups of computer are connected by a network and they are sharing 
resources.  

When any process demand for critical section then process send a request to all other process. When all 
process sends a reply message to the request process then request process enters the critical section. For 
example, in an office only one printer is use for printing. Many users are connected by a single printer. If 
any user want to print some text it give the command for printing text then mutual exclusion required.  

Now days we are using a single standard Multiprocessor for change small modification hardware in an 
office network. In the multiprocessor and memories we do not use the test   and Set mythology. We are 
widely studied the process of Distributed Mutual Exclusion of shared memory   and  decide fast  but when 
we are developing  algorithm then we have decide any process of does not wait  a outside of the critical 
section. If any process waits outside of the critical section it is called starvation. But sometimes a process 
without wait enters the critical section. Then starvation does not occur.  Most of the time some process are 
wait forever outside of the critical section then starvation occur. 
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If read and write operation  access the shared memory with a latest  and fast speed processors then it takes a 
lot of time in a local network. Much number of processes of shared memories is a good achievement of 
execution of algorithm. In this algorithm we have use 0(N) process for shared memories but many 
publication work on N process. In this paper   we present two reads and four writes of shared memory in this 
case. This algorithm gives the solution of distributed fast mutual exclusion and it requires how much size of 
process can enter in critical section.  

 

 2. ALGORITHMS 

In this algorithm we suppose of each and every process have a unique number of identity that is totally 
different of other process. These process have integer type value the condition of algorithm these integer 
type value must be positive.  In the memory Read and Write operation are permitted to a single word and 
imagine a number of process are hold a long time according to the condition of deadlock. All other unique 
process does not change any integer value of algorithm. According to the algorithm  we take a one of the 
simple way by Michael Fisher, a number of process pi give this following value, in our algorithm c is a word 
of shared memory in the brackets and work on read and write operation and  wait w  for a short time  while 
it has -w skip: 

Repeat   wait{c = 0}; 

              {C: = pi}; 

             {delay} 

  Until {c = pi}; 

Critical section; 

C: = 0 

When process enter the critical section in average time then delay operation performed and process does not 
wait a long time for demanding critical section. Then another process jpg read the value of   word c and wait 
the executing of process pi. When c: = pi value is release the critical section then process jpg will complete 
this process same as of process pi. Now we are discuss about the process speeds when we are use the read 
and write operations then processor take the responsibility of process delay. How a processor can handle the 
action taking of power responsibility with a low level operating system and how ignore the hardware. In our 
algorithm we have a condition of process  wait if a process is running in then other process does not wait if 
process pi  could want to wait then it give the permission of other process in this condition pi could wait 
otherwise not.  

  Our algorithm is appearing to access in the memory only four times. When process delay in a single 
memory   or process demand to enter critical section then we give time of process to enter in the critical 
section. If process does not grant critical section   at that time it has gone into the worst case. In this (N-1) 
process demand for access the memory and the best worst case 0(N) times access the memory. 

Now let us start to make a good   algorithm but firstly we know   that how much memory we have to need   
for starting   mutual exclusion   in the first stage of the system. Our main goal is make a fast mutual 
exclusion algorithm so we have requires a  static memory access to N number of process in the absence of  
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contention  if our algorithm conclusion could be wrong then argument solve this problem to make  a good 
algorithm. 

When a process delays a long time and it has watched other process have done his work in the critical 
section   to 0(N) time   because of sufficient memory   contention. So in this algorithm we assume that no 
delay operation performed in this we access only memory .Let  Ri is the series of read and write operations 
and i is a process  is entering in the critical section  and read operation is returns the starting value  and 
written in the  series Ri. 

If any process write a number and that process does not read by another process that is no point in our 
algorithm. and the Ri memory word not accessed  and Rj  play if any both process i and j want to enter the 
critical section at the same time then we will use a minimal number of  memory  and  Ri access the memory 
at that time. If number of memory is fixed then N is independent and increasing N then many process of i 
from Ri give the identical sequence of read and write operation and the actual values are return  which is 
depend upon process i. Our main focus is those process that we may assume these process have loss 
generality and each process access the memory words and order. 

The first operation in Ri read, and all other process can execute and find the initial value before execute any 
process. Operation Ri write  few variable in C  and the second operation gives no sense   to another write to 
C and another  variable D ,two write operations  change by a single write to a longer word. Now the second 
operation of Ri is read and the second operation of every process execute at that time when first operation 
finished. Other process read correct and written. 

Start (C: = Pi); 

If (D = 0) then go to start A; 

(D: = Pi); 

If (C = Pi) then delay; 

                             If (D = Pi) then go to start A; 

Critical Section; 

(D: = 0) 

   

                                                 Fig. Process of Pi's  

Every process will do work read and write operations. If any process writes C then another process read D 
variable. So Ri does read C and write D. The  final operation Ri before entering the critical section when 
contention is not present  and does not write  because  write operation cannot decide  that which process 
enter the critical section or not. So in this algorithm RI make a sequence write C, read D, write D, read C 
and this sequence D has initial value then firstly write D and read C according to algorithm. If  find value of 
C then firstly enter C in the critical section. 

Critical section is executing a process and at least one writes operation is execute if critical section is free 
then process enter late and realize there is no contention. When every process give  the writes of C then 
process C   access the shared memory and  after that process  write D  and reset the value of D after leave 
critical section. The sequence of memory access is w-C, r-D, w-D, r-C in the critical section w-D is shown 
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the figure  and D initial value is 0 and goto statement work when conflict is not present and the process 
shown Pi of program. 

When another process Pj firstly read D= 0 then If statement D= Pi and Pj will enter the second number or 
execute the critical section. Pi finishes his executing delay statement then D reset 0. So in this case our 
algorithm make deadlock free and every process may be starved for execute the critical section. In this 
algorithm only upper bound not time required all other operations are take time to execute. The most case of 
the algorithm we have not need upper bound. Our main focus is how to access a lot of memory when 
contention is not present in the algorithm. 

Start (x [Pi]:=true); 

(C: = Pi) 

If (D = 0) then (x [Pi]:=false); 

Await (D=0); 

goto start A; 

(D: = Pi); 

If (C= Pi) then (x [Pi]:=false); 

For Pj: =1 to N do await (-x [Pj]) od; 

If If (D =Pi) then await (D=0); 

goto start A  A; 

Critical section; 

(D: = 0); 

(X [Pi]:=false); 

In the critical section a few protocol enters in the form of w-C, r-D, r-C and the operation sequence number 
performed 1, 2 and 3.When process perform the operation these scripts denote the process sequence. 

W2-C, w1-C, r1-D, r2-D, w1-D, w2-D, r1-C, w3-C, r2-C 

 

3. Proposed Work 

In the previous algorithm we were using read & write operations  and we are take only four read  and  two 
write operations  for access memory and main problem of the previous algorithm we have limit of access the 
process because we used only  four read and two write operations to execute critical section.  Other problem 
of this algorithm it has take a lot of time to execute a process because firstly it has read the then it allow to 
write the process to enter the critical section so in this process it has take time. After discuss about these 
problem we proposed a new solution of mutual exclusion   for sharing resources. Our new scheme we work 
on token based algorithm. In this algorithm we are using a new technique we can create nodes in different    
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places and create a network. After this a unique token give a process which is want to enter the critical 
section. Now let us know about the total brief summary of this algorithm. 

                                 In our new scheme of token based algorithm we divide distributed mutual exclusion 
in two categories one is Distributed algorithm and second one is Centralized algorithm. Distributed 
algorithm is two types Token based and Non Token based. Our new scheme is based on Token based 
algorithm. In the Token based algorithm we are using a unique token for sharing resources. 

                                 

                                                     Fig. Structure of DME 

Token Based Algorithm: 

In this scheme we are using a simple property to execute a critical section at a time only one process can 
enter in the critical section. We create a special object to enter the critical section which is called token. This 
token helps us for sharing resources or executes a process in the critical section. Only one process   uses one 
unique token at a time. When token finish his work then we will give this token to another process which 
process want to attempt the critical section. Movement of token is based on two methods in the Distributed 
Mutual exclusion. Token asking method and perpetual mobility   are two method uses for movement of 
token.  

Perpetual Mobility: 

Perpetual mobility of token give the permission of  token to enter the critical section  when  process demand 
the token if any process does not want to enter the critical section then token pass to another nodes or 
process. In the perpetual mobility token moves in a logical ring and clockwise direction and we cannot leave 
the order of token. In this method we use used a unidirectional   ring. But main problem in this method when 
number of process is increasing the average waiting time of process taken by token is increased. So in short 
we can it does not have scability property.  

Token-asking: 

In token asking method a process wants to enter the critical section when process takes a request 
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Of token and execute critical section. But token holding process wait outside the critical when process does not 
execute. Then token holding process sends a request to another process. In Suzuki & kasmi algorithm token holding 
process does not need the token then token holding process does not send token away. In this method using N 
process if any process wants to enter the critical section it send automatically request message (N-1) process and 
token send directly to process Pr. In token asking method we are using a new techniques of logical tree structures. 
Logical tree structure is divided into two categories   static and dynamic.  
 
In static property we can fix neighbor node of every process and neighbor node does not change the position in any 
condition for process Pr and Pt and other process. But in the dynamic property  neighbor node change his position  
according to process that means which process demand critical section and process have a token to execute critical 
section .Average number of message exchange in critical section 0(log N) and worst case are N. In our algorithm we 
are used logical tree rooted structure. In which a process to enter the critical section and every process take equal 
work load. In this method, token moves in row and show fair solution of token asking.  For better make our 
algorithm we design a new idea when token will move on a new node then token save his data in the nodes if any 
node has been dead then token leave this dead node and change his path. For this new idea we save our time to send 
data one to another node in a distributed network. 

                                                                 

                

               

Pr: Process exists in Row 1 and Column 3 which is attempting to enter its Critical Section.                          Pw: 
process exists in Row 4 and Column 2.  

r, t, u and w : identifier of process Pr, Pt , Pu and Pw respectively. 
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4. Conclusion 

Token asking algorithm is presented in this paper to solve mutual exclusion problem. In this algorithm we 
use a Token and a process send request to all other nodes execute critical section. A unique Token save data 
of every node .Or algorithm is satisfy critical section property. In this every node take a unique token to 
execute separately process .We try that our algorithm to make good and our main focus is every process use 
token. It is use in large distributed system. The development of algorithm is token asking in mutual 
exclusion is left as future work. 
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